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Colossians 3:13
“Forbearing one another, and forgiving one
Another, if any man have a quarrel against any:
Even as Christ forgive you, so also de ye.”

Forgiving is a power beyond
Souls of the making of faith.
A tribulation between forces
Comes with some source of
Strength with whom shall bring
Out for our Lord to see.

Even as the almighty Father already
Sees the strength within:
The man that confronts his peers,
Of tribulation,
With that power has what our
Lord calls reason.
A passion modifies reason as
When rain pours its wet sparkles
Into the landscape of grass to
Construct what is known as dew.

The rain will shine its beauty
To the world as a reminder of
What comes above shall not
Only help what has been burned below
But also help the growth of the inner
Source of power and reason.

With reason,
As of man with the right amount of faith,
The strength of forgiveness pours
Out as faith shines its reasoning
Behind the power of our Lord.

However with the amount of faith
That man has gained, due to
Practice and honesty,
He shall state his reason with
The selected power that
Shines within ourselves.